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Learning to Live With the Web in the 21st Century
Sept. 11 changed things. We still do

not know if, collectively, we will
be willing to carry national identi-

ty cards and tolerate reduced personal
liberties while, perhaps, being intoler-
ant of the rights of others to speak out,
despite our First Amendment tradition.

But some things are clear. The
Internet emerged as a source of infor-
mation for millions as the tragic events
of that day unfolded. Web sites for
news provided details about the paths
of the planes, the structures of the tow-
ers, the efforts of rescuers, and lists of
the missing, along with many other
types of information, updated each day
and night.

Still, Internet news sources have not

displaced traditional news media.
Nearly everyone turned to television
after learning of the attack. Many lis-
tened to radio and read newspapers, as

has been true of other events, such as

the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy in 1963 and the explosion of
the Challenger in 1986. The ability of
the traditional news media -television,

and travel. The 19th century added
telegraph and telephone.

Recendy we have faxes and Internet
connections. We connect in many

for poUtical action, such as did some of
the groups that assembled in 1999 in
Seatde to protest a meeting of the
World Trade Organization. In some

cases, protesters met and organized on

the Internet and had never seen each
other before they gathered in that city.
They organized in space, so to speak.

Still, for all its interactivity, the
Internet seems to be foUowing the
course of other developing historic
communication media. Two of my stu-
dents, Brad Hamm ofElon University
and Randy Patnode of Xavier
University, studied the evolution of
commercial radio in the 1920 sand
concluded that this truly mass medium
-which amazed people by broadcast-
ing sounds through the air -evolved
rather rapidly through four stages,
roughly labeled as 1. awe, 2. renewal,
3. reaUty, and 4. marketplace routine.

At first we are astonished by anew

communication medium and tend to

play with it, but soon we feel that the
new development will bring us renewal
in education or arts or responsive gov-
ernment. Then, as with radio, we have
to find ways to pay for the new medi-
um (historically, in the United States,
that has been the role of advertisers
and consumers).

That is economic reality. Finally, as

the medium develops, things fall into a

marketplace routine once support is
assured. One scholar, Calder Pickett of
the University of Kansas, found a simi-
lar pattern after the 1844 invention of
the telegraph. The telephone also
amazed people at first, as did the first
simple popular cameras. All media
evolve.

That is true of the evolving Web. We
are past the sense of awe, and just leav-
ing the period in which we see the
Internet as the source of our renewal,

although we are exploring the role of
distance education (as we should) and
possibilities for voting online. Now we
are in the period in which we are see-

ing the market search for ways to pay
for the new medium.

Some students have created prof-
itable businesses on the Web. Some
students work for Web news oudets.
The Internet is proving its worth in the
aftermath of the terrorist attacks as

people use the new medium to discuss
how to balance our need for public
safety with our traditional liberties. It
seems likely that we will learn to fit the
Internet to the needs of our lives, as we
have with all media that we have con-

fronted and absorbed. And we are only
in the first decade of the 21st century.

Donald Shaw is a Kenan Professor of
Journalism and Mass Communication.
Reach him at cardinal@email.unc.edu.

radio, newspapers and
certainly magazines - to

transform a series of
chaotic events into an

understandable narrative
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ways. So what is new?
The abihty to connect
with one another so easi-
ly- interactivity and
near-immediate feed-

is very strong. But in a way, the
Internet becomes a nearly instant
library of news fragments. The Internet
puts the ability to assemble stories into
the hands of individuals in the news

audience, ifmembers of the audience
have Internet access (and about half of
Americans do), time and commitment.

Clearly, we are still learning how to

live with the Internet, with all its possi-
bilities for gathering information and
reaching out to others. As citizens we

have been able to connect with one

another for hundreds of years, via mail

back are the key -means that we can

find other people with views like ours
regardless of where they are in the
world and communicate with them.
We do not need to be alone ifwe have
access to the Web. We do not have to

take time to write a letter, look up an

address, buy a stamp, drive to the post
office.

Attimes Internet communicadon
takes on elements of person-to-person
contact. While some individuals are

passive linkers on the Web, others find
marriage partners online and organize
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Rockin' in the Free World:
Life in a Post-Napster Era
Last year at about this time the biggest issue of discus-

sion among most people involved with popular music
was the legal battle between the recording industry

and Napster over music downloads. According to the record
biz, music fans were downloading enormous amounts of
music from Napster for free, cutting the artists (and the

and a modem.
And since the music was free, listeners tended to explore

more music and a wider range of musical styles than they
otherwise might have, downloading a lot of music just to try
it out. While on the face of it this would seem to keep listen-
ers from buying CDs, it actually turned out that the opposite

record company) out of what would otherwise
have been many millions of dollars in income.
It was absolutely accurate, of course, that
music fans were downloading a substantial
amount of music.
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was the case: with music playing an increas-
ingly central role in their lives, younger listen-
ers bought more music. And what the music
business didn’t understand was that once
hooked on music in this way, these listeners

For instance, my History ofRock Music course requires
students to listen to music contained on ten 90-minute tapes
during the course of the semester. In previous years, fre-
quent use would cause tapes to get eaten in machines or jam
-especially in the rush to listen to everything justbefore
exams. Last fall was the first time that there were no tape
problems whatsoever -almost everybody was getting the
music on Napster instead.

It is clear to many who have spent any time in the music
business and have even a passing familiarity of the law that
downloading copyrighted music without permission is ille-
gal. In discussions with my students, however, it always
came out that most did not want to have to pay for all the
music they gathered onto their hard drives.

I have heard a number of arguments attempting to justify
this practice (after all, few will argue to pay for something
they are currently getting for nothing), but none of these
rationalizations is convincing. In an important way, the
record companies were right: Getting music for free on

Napster was against the law. With the shutdown and subse-
quent neutering of Napster, the music biz seemed to emerge
from last fall’s MP3 shootout the winner. But in another
important way, the music biz was the loser.

Throughout the last year, the music-biz types have shown
once again that most of them cannot see very far beyond the
most immediate bottom line. What the biz seemed not to
realize was that Napster played an important role inrevital-
izing music within youth and young-adult culture - that the
digital downloads the biz fought so hard to stop had actually
stimulated music sales that might not ever have been there
without them. The rise of Napster changed the way a lot of
young people approached music. While a CD might cost
sls, free music could be had by anyone with a computer

would continue to buy music in greater quantities than their
older brothers and sisters had.

The smart move for the record companies would have
been to find a way of tapping into the mania for download-
ing, devising a strategy that would allow them to get their
cut while encouraging listeners to keep exploring and trying
out new music.

But what they did instead was work to stop all digital
downloading, creating a tremendous amount of resentment

among an entire generation of customers, whose complaints
were soon joined by those of veteran musicians like Roger
McGuinn, who argued he’d never earned much money
from his records anyway. In the short run, the record com-

panies were right; but in the long run they made a serious
mistake. They haven’t stopped MP3 file-sharing and they
never will.

What they need to be doing is rethinking their business
in order to exploit this new interest in music -rethinking,
for example, die idea of fixed versions of songs that appear
on units called “albums” and taking advantage of the many
new opportunities for creativity that digital technology pro-
vides. Rock history offers many instances in which most of
the record biz could not think outside the box, leading
labels to make bad decisions that ended up costing them
money.

The recent Napster flap is part of a pattern that goes back
at least as far as 1955. The upside in all this is that mistakes
by the major labels have tended to lead to innovation by
others. So will the new Sam Phillips or Ahmet Ertegun
please step forward?

John Covach is associate chairman of the Department of
Music. E-mail him at jcovach@email.unc.edu.

Access Denied: The Information
Superhighway Meets a Dead End
Let

us now take a little
trip in the WABAC
machine. Let’s revisit a

time in American history
when life was innocent, a

time when our values and
priorities were wholesome
and simple.

But how far back do we

need to go? At the very least,
we know that we must go
back to Sept. 10, but let’s
take it farther to a time when

Germany’s autobahn was
nothing compared to the
information iiber-highway.

In June of 2001, New
England native Bill
Simmons closed up shop on

his Digital City Boston-
based site. He had spent
four years writingpop cul-
ture/sports columns under
the tide “The Boston Sports
Guy.” He since landed a fea-
tured role at ESPN.com’s

to surf for free.
The combination of free, unlimited

access and free, unlimited information
was a surreal experience. People were

gaining knowledge 24 hours a day, and
as they became more savvy navigators,
the learning curve became exponen-
tial.

Every step we took, though, was

made with trepidation. We knew that
nothing that good could possibly last
too long.

And it didn’t.
It’s usually very difficult to make an

American pay for something that was

once provided for free. But ever since
the net flourished with unabashed
inclusion, it has felt like someone
pulled the proverbial plug on the
Internet’s bathtub of free stuff.

Sites that were free now require
membership names and passwords.
(And don’t even think about using the
same ones for multiple sites, you’d
only be asking that your identity be
stolen and assumed by cyber-pirates.)

The free ISP servers are dwindling
toward extinction. The few that are left
now limit log on time and bombard
users with pop-up ads that waste pre-
cious seconds.

The information super-highway is
now Uttered with tollbooths.

Access denied.

Joseph Formisano can be reached at

josephformisano@hotmail.com.
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POINT OF VIEW
the single-season home run
record was still 61.

Let’s find a time when our dreams
were coming true on a daily basis. A
time when new frontiers were being
explored and prosperity was the norm

for a nation dealing with a whole new

set of parameters.
So let’s set the WABAC with these

instructions and see where it takes us

Here we are, 1997. This was an era

that was characterized by a booming
economy and a nation full of confi-
dence, despite some naughty indiscre-
tion in the White House. As for the
buoyant economy and prosperity, it
was rooted in the dot-com market.
Internet stocks were priming anew

generation for early retirement to exot-

ic ports-of-call. America was basking in
the warming glow of their monitors
and modems. Life was good, as long as
you had a PC, an ISP and a broker.

“Page 2”. He addressed his
loyal readers a few days before the
move, saying anew era had begun -

the “end of the free Internet era.”
Simmons stated, “Ithink we’ll remem-
ber 1997-2000 as the glory days of the
Internet, when things resembled an all-
you-can-eat buffet and you could pick
and choose whatever you wanted to

read.” He continued by saying that
within two years, everything on the net

willbe subscription-based, pay-to-read
and self-sufficient. “And if you think
this isn’t going to happen,” he wrote,

“you’refooling yourself.”
Another aspect of that bygone time

was free Internet access. While mil-
lions of people were clinging to
America Online and paying for the
privilege, many services began offering
the same benefits for free. Excite,
Lycos, AltaVista, College Club, Blue
Light, Freei, Net Zero and Juno (along
with others) presented the opportunity

A History of the Internet and
The E-Revolution That Wasn't
When I was asked to comment

on either “the misconcep-
tions surrounding online

advertising” or “the collapse of the tech
market,” it occurred to me that the two

subjects are more than a little related.

that a sock puppet could solve? It’s
amusing that die sock puppet survived,
while the ill-conceived Pets.com busi-
ness passed away.

Most companies’ first foray into the
cyberworld was to produce brochure-

plant didn’t take. The medium is differ-
ent. Yes, the computer we use to access

the Internet has a rectangular space
like a magazine page and a TV-like
screen, but physical form is not what
defines a medium and dictates its role.

4. Technology is the servant, not the
master. What defines a medium is how
people use it. What dictates the devel-
opment of a technology is what people
use it for.

I was present at the creation of dis-
tributed computing (we called it “time-
sharing” before that had real estate
implications). The technology of the
late 1960s dictated that GE’s engineers
had to stand m line behind the accoun-
tants, punch cards in hand, to use a

computer. Unacceptable, they said. So
they hooked a Datanet 10 communica-
tions controller to a GE 205 computer,
got John Kemeny and his students at

Dartmouth to write a user-friendly lan-
guage called BASIC, and brought
computing power to the people. The
value of the computer as a real-time
information manipulator and “what if"
facilitator turned out to be far greater
than its value as a souped-up comp-
tometer. And so it goes, as technology
critic and former GE publicist Kurt
Vonnegut often said.

So where is the Internet going? How
willit function as an advertising medi-
um? Which dotcoms willrise Phoenix-
like from the ashes of the financial
marketplace? Don’t listen to what the
“experts” say; watch what people do.
Look at your own behavior, and bet on

it. That’s the best tip you’llever get

Robert Lauterborn is a professor in
the School of Journalism and Mass
Communication. Reach him at
lauter@email.unc.edu.

Here was this new

technology that was
going to change not only
marketing but the way
we think ofbusiness

Robert Lauterborn
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ware. GE put its 1,500-
page catalog of engi-
neered plastics on the
Web. Oh, joy.

Was that what its cus-

itself. E-everything was the wave of the
future, in full flood.

Flood, all right. Flood ofred ink.
What went wrong?
1. Technology is not a substitute for

a sound business idea. People started
businesses on the Internet that no one

with half a brain would have opened in
a bricks-and-mortar store, where at

least you can sell the fixtures ifyou fail.
There’s still only one way to found a

business that will survive: Find an

unmet consumer need and satisfy it.
Henry Ford’s genius wasn’t the tech-
nology of mass production; it was iden-
tifying a need people didn’t even know
they had. “People would buy a hecku-
va lot of motorized buggies,” he said to
himself, “ifonly I could figure out how
to make them for, say, S7OO or so.”
The application of technology came
second, as a means of satisfying the
need he’d been observant enough to

foresee.
The question shouldn’t be, “What

can we do with this new technology?”
but rather, “What is it that people need
or want that the new technology might
make possible?”

2. Just because we can do something
doesn’t mean that we should. Did we

really have a burning need to buy gro-
ceries over the Internet? Ummm ...

no. Was there a crisis in pet supplies

tomers wanted? Well, no. Funny you
should ask, they said. We don’t want to
root through 1,500 pages to find what
we want. What we want to do is tell
you what the problem is that we need
to solve and have you look up a solu-
tion for us. Oh. Interactivity.
Responsiveness. Dialogue. What a con-

cept.
3. Every new technology has to find

its own way, and often that involves a

lot of stumbling and falling down. Each
new technology imitates the technolo-
gy it seemingly replaced. Early televi-
sion tried to be radio with pictures. I
can remember how disappointed I was

as a kid to see “The Lone Ranger” in
black and white, crammed into a fakev
studio set that looked like it would
have toppled over had Silver reared.

My own imagination had painted
colorful vistas to limitless horizons.
Television had to figure out what peo-
ple wanted that it could do better, and
that turned out to be immediacy and
presence. You are there, for real. Not
watching from the press box -right on

the field. (Maybe too real these past
few weeks.)

Similarly, the early Internet tried to

run ads just like its magazine and
broadcast forebears. But banner ads
are just as pale an imitation of the real
thing as a grayscale Tonto. The trans-
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